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Abstract 
Wagner, E., Moduloids and pseudomodules 1. Dimension theory, Discrete Mathematics 98 
(1991) 57-73. 
The concept of moduloid over a dioid has been introduced in Gondran and Minoux [S] for the 
algebraic structure left invariant under the action of a matrix A with entries in a didid (the 
‘space’ of proper ‘vectors’ of A). Very close structures have also been proposed in the recent 
years for the study of diverse phenomena which are now identified by the generic name of 
Discrete Event Dynamical Systems (DEDS). Although various concepts of independence have 
been proposed, our choice to select a very weak independence property, together with the 
assumption that the didid of scalars is completely ordered, perfectly fits the requirements 
needed for a dimension theory (existence and ‘uniqueness’ theorems for bases). Moreover, the 
concept of independence adopted is closely related to the concept of irreducibility in a lattice, 
and thus shows the links between DEDS’s, lattice theory, and classical inear algebra. We also 
show that, unlike in classical vector spaces, the dimension alone does not characterize the 
structure. Through various examples, some intuition for complementary investigations on the 
additional algebraic invariants needed for the classification problem is also provided. 
1. Introduction 
A great variety of problems arising in the area of discrete mathematics, now 
recognized to come under the theory of discrete event dynamical systems 
(DEDS), may be described by a system of ‘linear’ equations with parameters in 
an appropriate algebraic structure: a semi-group, a band (a semi-group in which 
all elements are idempotent), a semilattice (or commutative band), a belt (a 
commutative band with a distributive semi-group second law), a semiring (a 
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commutative monoid with a distributive and commutative mondid second law), a 
blog (a bounded lattice-ordered group), a dioid (a belt in which both semi-groups 
are commutative monoIds), or a pseudoring (which is defined below as a dioid 
whose second law is a group law). We refer the reader to [5,7,16] for more 
details and additional references on these structures in the context of operations 
research and its applications. 
Clearly the first composition law is easily extended to the direct sum of such 
structures. When dealing with belts, dioids, or pseudorings, the resulting 
structure is similar to that of semimodule [16] and bears some analogies with that 
of semiring module powerdomain which has been investigated independently by 
computer science and formal language theorists [14,9] as a tool for handling 
nondeterminism (in the logical sense of a binary choice construct ‘or’). In the case 
of dioids, the formal concept of moduloid over a dioid is introduced in [8]. This 
terminology will be used here, together with that of pseudomodule over a 
pseudoring, in a more restricted sense. However, although some of the properties 
of moduldids have been investigated (particularly in the context of matrices and 
spectral analysis in the O.R. literature [5,8,10,12], and of that of set-theoretic 
characterization of formal semantics in the C.S. literature) very little effort has 
been given to the classification problem, i.e. the determination of algebraic 
invariants (dimension, order type, a.s.0.) which characterize the structure up to 
isomorphism. (Recall that an n-dimensional vector space over a field F is 
isomorphic to F”, hence finite dimensional vector spaces are classified by their 
dimension.) In [3] it is shown how moduloids may be used for the analysis of 
DEDS’s some of their basic properties are stated and the existence problem for 
bases raised. Also, in [ll] a uniqueness theorem for bases is proved for (sub- 
semimodules of) finite direct sums of pseudorings of the type (R U {-m}, 
max, +), @ U {m>, min, +) (extended reals), (Z U {-m}, max, +), or (Z U 
{cQ}, min, +) (extended integers), (Q U {-m}, max, +), (Q U {m}, min, +) (ex- 
tended rationais), which is generalized here to arbitrary moduldids (Theorem 1) 
and pseudomodules (Theorem 5) on a completely ordered dioid (or pseudoring). 
The aim of this paper is to show that, with an appropriate concept of 
independence (which is among the weakest one can find in the literature 
[S, 8,141) the existence of a weak basis in a moduloids can be proved (Theorem 
2) when the set of generators satisfies the Noetherian descending chain condition 
(DCC, cf [l]). In the case of pseudomodules, this condition has to be slightly 
strengthened (Theorem 6). Since such a basis is essentially unique, an intrinsic 
notion of dimension can be defined. 
Although already very restricted compared to the other structures mentioned, 
the structure of dioid is still too general for our purpose. Indeed, the set of 
matrices with entries in a dioid D (with natural extensions of the composition 
laws) is also a dioid. In order to be able to distinguish these structures, the 
definition of dioid is restricted here to completely ordered sets, as is the case of 
the most commonly used numerical sets. 
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In fact, the structure needed on the set of scalars has to cover algebraic 
structures such as those defined by the operators max (resp. min) as first 
composition law, and addition as second composition law, on extended numerical 
sets such as rjJ = N U {-a} (the extended natural numbers) @ + = R’ + U { --03} 
(extended nonnegative reals), (resp fi = N U { +w}, a = Q U { +a)}), and the like, 
and to remain very close to these. In this respect, our dioids are lattice-ordered 
monoids (or C-monoids) in the sense of [l], idempotent ordered semirings in the 
sense of [16], and, except for the existence of a maximal element, correspond to 
the blogs studied in [5]. The moduldid structure is then defined in a similar way 
as modules over a ring. As a result, the moduloid structure considered here 
corresponds to the ordered idempotent semimodule structure of [16]. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first give a motivating 
example, and then state the basic definitions and elementary properties which will 
be needed. Some examples are also provided. In section 3, we state and prove the 
fundamental theorems related to bases and dimension for moduloids. The 
corresponding results for pseudomodules are given in Section 4. Some additional 
remarks and examples then conclude the paper in Section 5. 
2. Basic definitions 
Example 2.1 below shows the need for a systematic investigation of the 
properties of moduloids, an essential’tool in an approach to the theory of DEDS 
that parallels that of vector space algebra in the theory (and control) of classical 
(finite differences or continuous) dynamical systems. 
Example 2.1. Let D = @, with + and - standing for max and usual addition 
respectively, with 0 and 1 given respectively by {-m} and 0 E R’ , and consider the 
matrix A = (: f), with entries in D. Then A : D*+ 0’ has eigenvalues 1 and 2, 
with eigenvectors (1,0) and (1,1) respectively. Clearly, the latter does not belong 
to the moduloid generated by the former, hence for any satisfactory definition of 
the rank of a matrix, the 2 X 2 matrix A has rank 2. However, since 0 = {-m} is 
the least element of D then a + b = O+a = b = 0, and it is easy to see that A is 
not invertible. 
2.1. Dioiiis and moduloiits 
Recall that ([l, p. 320-3221) a divisibility monoi’d is a partially ordered monoid 
(D, -), in which a G b e b E a - D, and b E D + a. When D is completely ordered 
and Archimedean (a” = 1 Vn E N ju = l), then it is both commutative and 
cancellative . 
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Definition 2.1.1. A dioi’d is a triple (D, +, .) where D is a completely ordered set 
with a minimal element 0; +, and - are two binary operations on D satisfying: 
a + b = max{a, b}, 
(D*, .) is an Archimedean divisibility monoid with neutral element 1 (where 
D* = D\(O)); 
O.a=a.O=O VUED; 
- is distributive with respect to +. 
If (D *, .) is a group, then (D, +, .) is called a pseudoring. 
Dioid will be restricted to the case where (D*, .) is not a group. Unless 
needed, the dot (s) will usually be omitted in algebraic expressions, and, by abuse 
of notation, the underlying set D of a didid will often stand for the triple 
(D, +, s). Also, the symbol ‘c’ will always be used in the wide sense. 
Examples 2.1.2. In the following examples, the symbols ‘+’ and ‘e’ stand for the 
classical arithmetic operations. E4-E7 are pseudorings, while the lattice of E8 
does not define a dioid. 
El: (N, max, +); 
E2: (l%, min, +); 
E3: (lIj+, max, +); 
E4: (Z, max, +); 
E5: (2, min, +); 
E6: ([w, max, +); 
E7: (R+, max, e); 
E8: ([w+, max, min). 
Notice that, in E2 and E5, the natural order is reversed. Hence the nonzero 
elements in E2 are all 4, and this example is not a dioid in the strict sense of 
this paper. Also, in E7, 0 and 1, coincide with their counterparts in classical 
arithmetics. In E8, 0 = 0 E R, 1s { +m}. Now, (E?+, min) is a dual divisibility 
monoId (i.e. the natural order is reversed), which also fails to be Archimedean. 
A subset A of a dioid (resp. pseudoring) D which is also a dioid (pseudoring) is 
called a subdidid (subpseudoring) of D. Note also that the positive cone of a 
pseudoring is its maximal (w.r. to C) subdioid. For example, El above defines a 
dioid which is the positive cone of the pseudoring given in E4. The case of 
negative cones (as in E2), and of moduloids over them, are not considered here, 
although all our results also apply mutatis mutandis to these structures. 
D-moduloi’d (or moduloid over a dioid) and D-pseudomodule (or pseudo- 
module over a pseudoring) are defined in a similar way as module over a ring. 
Internal and external compositions in the moduloid (resp. pseudomodule) are 
also denoted by + and ., and 0 will also stand for the neutral element of + in the 
moduldid (or pseudomodule). We further assume: 
VAED,XEM\{O}, ilx=xeA=l; 
VXEM,~EM\{O}, ZlileDs.t.Ay++x#x. 
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Since a group is also a monoid and since our definition of dioids (and 
moduloids) is restrictive, the expression M-structure will be used when M can be 
either a moduloid or a pseudomodule. Unless otherwise stated, in the sequel of 
Section 2, D (resp. M) always stands for an arbitrary dioid or pseudoring (resp. 
M-structure). 
Remark 2.1.3. Since addition in D is idempotent, addition in M is idempotent, 
for x +x = (1+1)x = lx =x. Hence, as an idempotent mondid, M is endowed 
with a partial order structure (also written ‘6’) defined by: x G y ex + y = y. 
Thus (M, C) is a (join) semilattice with 0 as universal lower bound. Although 
many M-structures are also lattices (e.g. El of Example 2.1.4 below), which need 
not be modular (e.g. E2 of Example 2.2.4), they are not lattices in general, as 
shown by E2 of Example 2.1.4 below. 
Examples 2.1.4. El: D” is an M-structure. 
E2: Let D =(a, max, +), and x1 = (l,l,O), x2= (0, 1, 1) E D3, with x3= 
(0, a, 0), where (Y stands for the real -V2, and 0 = {--03). Then X = {x1, x2, x3} 
generates a D-pseudomodule M, which is not a lattice, since the set {x E M 1 x 6 
x1, x <x2} has no 1.u.b. in M (i.e. 3 inf{xl, x2}). 
E3: The eigenvectors (1,0) and (1,1) of the matrix A in Example 2.1 above 
generate a (proper) M-substructure of D2. 
The following notations will be used: 
x<yex~yandx#y. Also: 
x>y@y~x, andx>yey<x. 
2.2. Systems of generators and independence 
Let I be an arbitrary index set, and X = (xi)isl c M. 
Recall that the indexed family Iz:Z --, D of scalars has finite support when the 
subset of all i E 2, with Ai f0 is finite, and that a linear combination of the 
elements in X with coefficients in such a family 1 is a finite sum of the form: 
L(il) = C aiXi. 
is1 
The set of all such linear combinations will be called the span of X, and will be 
denoted by {X1}. When {X,} = M, we say that X spans M, or that X is a set of 
generators of M. Let Z,, I2 c I, and consider the following independence 
properties. 
IPl: VZ1, 12, {X,,> fJ {X1,> = {X1,“1*). 
IP2: VZ1, z2, Z, r-l z, = 0 + {X,,} f-l {X,,} = (0). 
IP3: VZ1 = {i}, VZ,, i 4 Z2* {X1,} fl {X,,} = (0). 
IP4: VZr = {i}, VI,, i 4 Z2 *Xi $ {XI,}. 
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Clearly these properties are listed here from the strongest to the weakest. They 
are equivalent in a vector space, but not in a moduloid as shown by Examples 
2.2.1 below. However, when M is a pseudomodule, then IP4eIP3. 
In [7], it is proposed to define linear independence in a moduloid by IP2. But 
in [5; p. 1391) linear independence in direct sums of belts is defined by IP4, which 
is called nonredundancy in [3] and [12]. Although some additional concepts of 
independence have been considered in the literature (e.g. strong linear independ- 
ence for finite direct sums of blogs in [5] or finite direct sums of particular dioids 
in [2]), it is beyond the scope of this paper to recall them all. 
Examples 2.2.1. Let D be arbitrary, M = D”, and ei = (Si, . . . , a:), with S< the 
Kronecker symbol (1 G i, j =G n). 
El: For D a didid, let II = 2, and define, for A E D, A > 1: xi = Aei, i = 1, 2, xg = 
e, + e2. Clearly, none of the xi’s belong to the span of the two others, hence 
X = {xi, x2, x3} satisfies IP4. However, IP3 does not hold, since VP 2 A, 
w3 E X{1,2). 
E2: Let n = 4 and define: x1 = e, + e2, x2 = e, + e3, x3 = e2 + e4, x4 = e3 + e4. It 
is not difficult to see that IP3 holds. However, IP2 does not, since x1 +x4 = 
X2+X3. 
E3: Let IZ = 3 and x1 = e,+ e3, x2 = el + e3, x3 = e, + e2. Then IP2 holds. But 
not IPl, since x1 +x2 =x1 +x3 E {X,,, 2)} n {X,,,,,} Z {X,,,}. 
Since our existence theorems for bases in M-structures are essentially related to 
IP3 and IP4, we set the following definition. 
Definition 2.2.2. We say that X = (xi)iel is weakly independent (resp. 
independent) whenever IP4 (resp. IP3) holds. 
Let X = (xi)isl and Xik) = {hk} U (xj)ieI,i+k, where A E D. 
Remark 2.2.3. X is independent e Vi E I, VA E D *, Xy) is weakly independent. 
Examples 2.2.4. El: The 3-chain X = {e,, e, + e2, e, + e2+ e3} c D3 is 
independent. 
E2: X = {e,, e, +e2, e2 + e3} c D3 is independent. Then M contains the 
classical [l; p. 41 nonmodular lattice N5 = (0, ei, e, + e2, e2 + e3, e, + e, + e3}. 
Hence, as a lattice, M cannot be modular. 
E3: Let D = (N, max, +), and M = D2. Then X = ((1, l), (A, l), (1, A2)} (with 
A > 1) is weakly independent, but dependent, since A'(1, 1) = (1, A’) + A(A, 1). 
Definition 2.2.5. A basis (resp. a weak basis) for an M-structure is a system of 
independent (resp. weakly independent) generators of M. 
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Examples 2.2.6. El: X = {e,, . . . , e,} is a basis of D”. 
E2: X = ((1, %+Y.B,) ( w h erel<a,<p, with]a,p[={yED((Y<y<P}). 
When D is dense (VQ;/~ED, a</3+3yeD such that a<y</3) then X is 
infinite, and, as pointed out in [3], the M-structure generated by X has no finite 
system of generators. 
2.3. Morphisms 
Let (D, +, .) and (D’, +‘, s’) be arbitrary. 
Definition 2.3.1. A morphism of dioid (resp. of pseudoring) is a map q : D + D’ 
such that, VA,, AZ, &, il, E D: 
Morphisms of M-structures are defined similarly. As usual mono-, epi-, and 
iso-morphisms are defined by injective, surjective or bijective morphisms 
respectively. 
Example 2.3.2. Let D be the positive cone of a pseudoring D’. The canonical 
injection D-t D’ is a monomorphism of dioid. 
Lemma 2.3.3. A morphism of M-structure Q,: M-t M’ is isotone, i.e. x my 3 
94x) =G 9(Y)* 
Corollary 2.3.4. In D, - is ketone. 
Proof. This is a well-known property of dioids. The classical proof coincides with 
our proof of Lemma 2.3.3, since a didid (or a pseudoring) is an M-structure over 
itself. Cl 
Examples 2.3.5. El: The map Q, given by q(x) = exp(x), Vx E R, and &-a) = 0 
defines an isomorphism (R, max, +)+ (R+, max, a). 
E2: VAED*, and M-structure M on D, the map: M+ M, x~+Ax is a 
monomorphism. 
E3: Let xi =e,, x2=e2, x3=el +e2e D2, D a didid. The two moduldids 
generated by XC~,~) and X{1,3), respectively, are not isomorphic. Indeed, 
Vx E {X,,,,,}, x f0, we have x1 <x, hence for any morphism q: {X{1,3)}+ 
{XC,,,,}, we must have &xi) < q(x), thus q can not be surjective. This also 
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shows why the map A of Example 2.1 cannot be invertible. 
E4: As a poset, X = ((1, A), (1, A’)} (with h > 1) is isomorphic [l; p. 31 to 
{xi, xj} in E3 above. However these sets generate non-isomorphic M-structures, 
since we have: VP 5 A, ~(1, A) > (1, A’), while wl $x3. 
2.4. Convergence of a sequence 
Recall that a closed interval [a, b] in a poset P is defined as the set of all x E P 
satisfying a s x s b. Open intervals ]a, b[ are defined similarly using the strict 
order relation <. We write %0 for an open interval which contains a, and B0 for 
an ‘open’ interval [0, b[, b E M. 
Definition 2.4.1. We say that a sequence (x&~ in an M-structure converges to 
x EM iff Vss,, 3n, E N such that Vn 2 n,,, x, E 3,. 
Proposition 2.4.2. Zf (x,,),,,~ converges to x E M, then Vy E M, (Y,,)~~~ = (y + 
x,),~~ converges to y + x. 
Proof. The proof is trivial, since for every open interval 3, containing x, y + 3, 
is an open interval containing y +x, where y + 3, is defined in a obvious 
way. 0 
2.5. Irreducibility and weak independence 
Since M-structures are semilattices, we may use the classical concept of 
irreducibility in a join semilattice. In particular, we show below that a weakly 
independent subset is a collection of (join) irreducible elements. 
Definition 2.5.1. Let N c M be an M-substructure of M. We say x EM is 
reducible over N iff 3y, z E N, y #x # z such that x = y + z. 
Remarks 2.5.2. Rl: y, z E N 3 y + z E N. Hence, x irreducible over N means 
eitherx$NorVy, ZEN, x=y+z+y=xorz=x. 
R2: If X = (Xi)iel is (weakly) independent, then for any .Z c I, X’ = (x~)~~, is 
(weakly) independent. 
R3: All the elements in a chain are irreducible. 
The following proposition relates weak independence to irreducibility. 
Proposition 2.5.3. Let X = (x~)~~,, with Vi, FEZ, i#j+xi#tij, VA.eD, then: X 
is weakly independent e Vi E Z, xi is irreducible over {X,}. 
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Proof. Suppose X is weakly independent and let xi = y + z with y, z E {X,}, for 
some j E I. We have 
y = C AiXij Z = C ~iXi, hence Xj = C (Ai + pi)xi = AXE + U, 
icl iel id 
with A= Aj +,~j and u = Ci+j(jli +/~i)xi- 
Since X is weakly independent we must have A # 0. 
On the other hand tij < tij + u =xj +A G 1. If A4 is a moduldid, we 
necessarily have A = 1. Otherwise, we can write: 
xj=Axj+u=A(Axj+u)+u=A*xj+Au+u=A*xj+u=.~~ 
= Anxj + u, Vn E N. 
But A < 13 A” converges to 0, hence Anxj converges to 0 E M, and by Proposition 
2.4.2, A”Xj + u converges to U. Thus Xi = lim,,, (Anxj + u) = u E {Xn{j,}, which 
contradicts our weak independence assumption. Therefore we must have A = 1. 
Hence xi is irreducible over {X1}. 
Conversely, if X is weakly dependent, we have xi E {Xnci,} for some i E I. Thus 
xi is reducible over {Xnri,}, hence over {X1}. 0 
Corollary 2.5.4. Let X = (Xi)ic, as in Proposition 2.5.3. X is independent e Vi E Z, 
VA E D *, Vj # i, Xi and pi are irreducible over the span of Xf). 
Proof. This follows readily from Remark 2.2.3. 0 
Remarks 2.5.5. Let X as in Proposition 2.3.5. 
Rl: In a moduldid: Xi irreducible over {X,} =$ ilxi irreducible over {X1} as 
shown by E3 of Example 2.2.4. 
R2: In a pseudo-module: Xi is irreducible over {X1} eVA E D, Ax, is ir- 
reducible over {X1}. 
3. Moduloids and weak bases 
In this section D and M always stand for an arbitrary didid and arbitrary 
D-moduldid respectively. 
In Theorem 1 below, we state the uniqueness of a basis. Since only weak 
independence is used in the proof, it follows that this also holds for a weak basis. 
Theorem 1. Zf a D-moduloiil has a basis, then it is unique. 
Proof. Let X = (Xi)iel, Y = (Yj)jsJ, be two bases of M. We have: VXi E X, 
xi = Ck pcLjyj, pi, ED*, yjk E Y, (k = 1, . . . , m). But {X,} = {Y,} and the inde- 
pendence of X implies xi to be irreducible over { YJ}, hence Xi = ,UjYj for some 
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yi E D*, yi E Y. Similarly, we have yj = &x, for some Ai E D*, xk E X. Hence 
xi = Z&x, 3 xi E {X,,,} + k = i since X is weakly independent, and @{ = 1. 
Since D has no multiplicative inverses, we must have A{ = yi = 1, hence Y = X. 
Theorem 1 allows for the existence of an intrinsic notion of dimension (resp. 
weak dimension) for moduloids. 
Definition 3.1. The dimension (resp. weak dimension) of a moduloid which has a 
basis (resp. weak basis) is defined by the cardinality of this basis (weak basis). 
A straightforward application of Theorem 1 yields the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.2. The group Aut(M) of automorphisms of a moduloFd M with weak 
basis X = (x~)~~, is isomorphic to the group Bij(Z) of bijections b : I+ 1. 
Remark 3.3. If a moduloid M has a system of generators satisfying any one of 
the independence properties IPl-IP3, then this is a basis and a weak basis. Hence 
in this case dimension and weak dimension coincide. 
Examples 3.4. El: The D-moduloid in E2 of Example 2.2.6 has no weak basis. 
E2: Let D = (N U {--co}, max, +). Then M = (R U {-w}, max, +) is a 
D-moduldid which has no weak basis. 
Note that the partial order in M induces a partial order in any subset of M, and 
recall that a poset P satisfies the descending chain condition (DCC) when every 
nonvoid subset of P has a minimal element. 
Theorem 2. Zf a moduloi’d M has a system of generators satisfying the DCC, then 
it has a weak basis. 
Proof. Let X = (q)ial be a system of generators of M which satisfies the DCC. 
Then let X1 = YO = (Xi)ier, be the set of minimal elements of X and MI = {X,,}. X1 
is a nonvoid antichain (no two elements are comparable), hence it is weakly 
independent, since x = cf=,, hixi 3 AiX; 6 x 3 Xi 6 X, i = iI, , . . , i,. If MI = M, X1 
is a weak basis of M. If not, let Y = {x E X: x $ M,}, and define the antichain Y, 
as the set of minimal elements of Y as above, and construct inductively: 
X2=XrUY,, . . .) X, =X,_, U Yk-,, with, by induction hypothesis: 
Hl: X,-r is a weak basis for a moduloid Mk-, #M, 
H2: Y,_, c X \ Mk_-l is a (non-empty) antichain, 
H3: Vx,yeXk, y<x+yYYy,_,. 
We show that the elements of X, are irreducible over their span Mk. 
t%.lppOSfZ Xk = c,“=, AipXip, Xjp E xk7 A, C D, p = 1, . . . , 6 If xk E Yk-_l then by 
Hz, we must have Xi = xk and hi = 1 for some i(i, 6 i S ie). If xk E X&r then by 
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H3, we necessarily have Xi E Xk-r, i = il, . . . , if. Hence by Hl, we have Xi = xk 
with Ai = 1 for some i. SinCe xk iS arbitrary in Xk, by Proposition 2.5.3 we have Xk 
is weakly independent. By Hausdotis Maximal Principle, the chain X1 c 
. ..X.c... is contained in a maximal chain Cic *. . C,c-. . of weakly 
independent subsets of X. Clearly X, = l&i Ck is weakly independent, since 
any dependence relation, involving only a finite number of elements, would 
necessarily also hold in one of the Ck’s. Hence X, is a maximal weakly 
independent subset of X. Also X, spans M, since if not, we could find some 
non-empty antichain Y, t X\ {X,}, such that X, U Y, would be weakly inde- 
pendent, as in the induction step above. But this would contradict the maximality 
of x,. q 
Remarks 3.5. Rl: The key issue in the proof of Theorem 2 is that 1 is minimal in 
D* (hence x = EYE1 &xi *xi sx, i = 1, . . . n). 
R2: The DCC, and the use of irreducibility for our existence theorem also 
suggest why the classical proof for the existence of a basis in a vector space will 
fail in case of independence properties IPl, IP2, or IP3. Indeed, although we can 
easily show the existence of maximal IPl- (resp. IP2- or IP3-) independent sets of 
generators, adding an element which does not belong to its span will generally not 
lead to an IPl- (resp. IP2- or IP3-) independent set. Hence the classical 
contradiction of maximality will fail. 
Since every finite set satisfies the DCC, we have the following corollary to 
Theorem 2. 
Corollary 3.6. Every finitely generated moduloLd has a weak basis. 
The following example enlightens the relations between weak independence, 
independence and the DCC. 
Example 3.7. Let e, = (1, 0), e2 = (0,l) E II', and assume 3(&JncN, (P~),_~ such 
that: l<...~~<...<~~~A,<...~n.... Definex,=A,e,+,nnez, n=l,.... 
It is easy to see that X = (x,),,~ is an antichain. When D is a didid, X is weakly 
independent, hence it is the weak basis of some infinite weak-dimensional 
submoduldid of D2. But X is dependent, since for any k <n -cm, we can always 
find A, ,u, Y ED such that tik + &,, = vx,. Hence, any three of the xi’s are 
dependent, and the dimension of a submoduldid of {XN} having a basis is at most 
2. Moreover, if D is a pseudoring, the proof of Theorem 1 fails, i.e. the 
subpseudomodule {X,} of 0’ has no basis. Thus the DCC is no longer sufficient 
for the existence of a basis in a pseudomodule. 
In a pseudomodule, the concepts of independence and weak independence 
coincide. But, as suggested by Example 3.7, it may well be the case that no 
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independent subset of a weak basis X generates the whole of M. Of course, since 
any xi E X is a basis for {X,,,}, we can build up an independent set of generators 
for a submoduloid M’ of M. In general we cannot expect M’ to be unique. 
However this moduloid should satisfy some maximality condition. In the second 
proof of Theorem 3 below we show how to choose such a basis in the finite weak 
dimensional case. 
Theorem 3. Let M be a modulo’id generated by a system X = (x~)~~, satisfying the 
DCC. There exists a submoduloihI M’ of M with basis X’ c X such that if M” c M 
is a moduloi’d with basis X” c X(X” # X’) then : M’ n M” f M ‘. 
Proof 1. M’ is generated by a maximal independent subset X’ of X, constructed 
as in the proof of Theorem 2. If X” is also maximal, then M’ rl M” # M’ by 
Theorem 1. Cl 
Proof 2 (Constructive proof). If M is finitely generated, according to Theorem 2, 
we may suppose X = (xi)ysl is a weak basis of M. Let X,, = @(X) = {xi E X: V3L E 
D*, Xv’ is independent}. Clearly X0 is independent. If X0 = X, then X is the 
basis of M. If X0 # X, then every xi E X \ X0 satisfies equations of the type: 
~iXi= i: ~~Xj (Ai, ~~~ D*, Ai > 1). (1) j=l. 
jti 
Choose Xi, E X \X,, and let Z;, = X \ {x,,} and Xi, = ~(Zi,). Then X0 c Xi, c 
Zi, f X. 
In case Xi, # Zi,, let Z,,iz = Zi, \ {xi,} and Xi,,, = @(Zi,J, with xi2 E X \Xi,. Xi,,, 
is independent and we argue that, by iteration, there must be some positive 
integer p < n such that: Xi ,,..., iP = @(Zi ,,__,, i ) = Z; ,,,_, iP (and Xi ,,_,_, iP independent 
by construction). If this were not the case, we could find a sequence il, . . . , i,_l 
such that Xi, ,__., i,_, = Xi ,,..., ine2 = . * . = X0 = 0, and we would get the contradiction 
zil,....i. = {.G~>, hence Xi, ,__., in= @({xi,}) # 0. In the set of all sequences 
(4, . . . , i,>, . . . , {jl, . . . , j,}, choose one of minimal length q with xi,, . . . , xi, 
the corresponding generators. Then X’ = Xi ,,..,, iq = Zi ,,_.,, i, = X \ {xi,, . . . , xi,} 
and X’ is the basis of M’ = {X,}, where Z = {i: 1 S i in, i # il, . . . , i4}. We 
have to show the maximality of M’ among submoduloids of M which have a 
basis. Let M” be such a moduloid with basis Y c X. Assume M” n M’ = M’. 
Since the basis of M’ is unique, X’ is also the basis of M” n M’ c M”. But 
@(X’) =X’, and for any xi E X\X’, we have hx, E M’, for some A E D* by 
construction. Hence we must have Y =X’. 0 
Remark 3.8. In our second proof, we can do a little better. Indeed, suppose for 
simplicity that X’ in the proof of Theorem 5 is given by {x,, . . . , x,_~} and 
Y={x*,..., x,}. Then it may well be the case that in Eq. (l), we have 
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&xl E {Y} and jZnx, E {X’} with il, fl A,, (and A>,, $ {X’}, whenever n; < A,). 
Hence, in a sense, the choice of Y as basis is better than that of X’. There are 
many ways how the choice of X’ can be improved. We mention here the 
following one. Consider all sequences of the same (minimal) length q. Then, for 
each such sequence Xi,, . . . , xiq define: n,T, = inf{A E D 1 Eq. (1) holds for i = ie} 
for e = 1, . . . , q and set A(Xi,, . . . , xi,) = c$=l AZ. Finally, let A = 
min{A(x;,, . . . , Xi,), . . . , A(Xj,, . . . , Xj~)} and choose X’ accordingly (i.e. choose 
a sequence xi, . . . , xi, such that A(xi,, . . . , xi,) = A). 
It is easy to see that, since IPj is stronger than IPj + 1, 16 j G 3, Theorem 3 can 
be generalized as follows. Let M be a moduldid, with X as in the statement of 
Theorem 1. Define Xj c X as a maximal subset (w.r. to c) satisfying IPj, and let 
Mj = {X,}, j = 1, . . . , 4, with M4 = M. 
Theorem 4. There exists a maximal chain Ml c M2 c M3 c M4, such that, for 
j=l,..., 3, if M,! c Mj+l is a moduloihI generated by a system Xi’ satisfying IPj, 
then (Xl) # (Xj) 3 Mj II M,! f Mj. 
4. The case of pseudomodules. Bases and dimension 
In this section, and unless otherwise stated, D (resp. M) always stand for an 
arbitrary pseudoring (resp. pseudomodule). 
The uniqueness problem for bases is solved by Theorem 5 below. We first 
recall (and adapt) the concept of scaling map from classical inear algebra. 
Definition 4.1. Let X = (Xi)iel be a basis for a pseudomodule M, and A = 
(&)iel E (D*)‘. The map A : M+ M, xi * AiXi, i E Z, is called a scaling 
automorphism. 
Theorem 5. Zf a pseudomodule has a basis, then it is unique up to a scaling 
automorphism. 
PrOOf. Let X = (Xi)ie,, Y = (yj)jeJ, be two bases of M. As in the proof of 
Theorem 1, we readily get: piA{= 1, i.e. pLj= (A{)-‘. Thus the map X+ Y, 
xi -yi, i E Z induces a bijection b :Z +.I and (reindexing the Yj’S using b), a 
scaling M + M. Cl 
As in the case of moduldids, we may set the following definition. 
Definition 4.2. The dimension of a pseudomodule M is defined by the cardinality 
of its basis. 
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Also, in the case of finite dimensional pseudomodules, Corollary 3.2 can be 
restated as follows. 
Corollary 4.3. Every automorphism of an n-dimensional pseudomodule may be 
represented by the product of a diagonal matrix and a permutation matrix. 
By Example 3.7, we have to strengthen the conditions on the set of generators 
for the existence of a basis in a pseudomodule. We first recall some classical 
results in the theory of posets. 
Definition 4.4. A semi-ideal in a poset P, is a subset of P, which, with every x, 
also contains every y sx. 
Definition 4.5. Given a poset P, the restricted power 2(‘) is the family of all 
semi-ideals of P, which have finite sets of maximal elements, ordered by 
inclusion. 
The proof of the following fundamental lemma is given in [l; p. 1821. 
Lemma 4.6. Zf P satisfies the DCC, then so does the restricted power 2(‘). 
Theorem 6. Zf a pseudomodule M has a system of generators X which has a finite 
set of maximal elements and satisfies the DCC, then M has a basis. 
Proof. Let r(X) stand for the set of all elements in 2’m which generate M. 
X E Z-(X) c 2’w j T(X) h as a minimal element, by Lemma 4.6. Let X0 be such a 
minimal element. Then X0 is independent, for if not, we would have x E {X0\ 
{x}} for some x E X0. But this would contradict the minimality of X0. 0 
Since every finite set satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 6, we have the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 4.7. Every finitely generated pseudomodule has a basis. 
Remarks 4.8. RI. If a pseudomodule M has a system of generators satisfying any 
one of the independence properties IPl-IP3, then this is a basis. 
R2. The second part of the proof of Theorem 6 fails if independence, as 
defined by IP3, is replaced by a stronger concept of independence such as the one 
given by IP2 (hence also IPl). However, Theorem 4 easily generalizes to the case 
of pseudomodules, with slight changes. In particular, since the basis is no longer 
unique, we may have M,! = Mi, for j = 1,2. 
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5. Concluding remarks and open problems 
Note that Theorem 1 and Theorem 5 relate the order strucfure of a set of 
generators to linear algebra concepts of independence. In both cases, we state a 
sufficient condition for the existence of a basis. A slight modification of Example 
3.7 (set A,, = 1, Vtt E N) shows that it is not necessary. This raises the question of 
the necessary and sufficient condition for bases in M-structures. More generally, 
we may state this problem as follows. 
Open Problem 1. Let X span M. Find, for each i, 1 sj s 4, the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the existence of an IPj-independent set Y which spans M. 
Recall that, if X is a subset of an R-module K, and L the (set) insertion of X 
into K, we say that K is free on X if, for every function f of X into a R-module L, 
there is a unique R-module morphism q: K-, L, such that (~0 L = f. This 
definition is easily extended to M-structures, if we require L and f to be isotone. 
we can conjecture that the following holds. 
Conjecture 1. X is IPl-independent iff M is free on X. 
By Theorem 3, every moduloid M contains a (maximal) submoduldid M’, 
which has a basis. Since both the weak basis of M and the basis of M’ are unique, 
the latter is a subset of the former, and we necessarily have dim(M’) s weak 
dim(M). It would be interesting to know when it is possible to find a moduldid 
M”, which contains M, and such that weak dim(M) <dim(M). The following 
example shows that, even for finite dimensional pseudomodules, M c 
M’ + dim(M) s dim(M’) (e.g. also Example 3.7). 
Example 5.1. For a pseudoring D, {e,, . . . , e4} is a basis of D4. It is easy to see 
that (ej + ej)i<i<j<4 is independent, hence generates a 6-dimensional sub- 
pseudomodule of D4. 
Example 5.2. Let X = (xJ~=‘=, be a weakly independent antichain and assume the 
following relations hold: 
x~+x~=x~+x4=x*+x4, 
x~+n,=x~+x,=x,+x~, 
x~+xg=x~+xg=xj+xfj, 
x4+x5=x4+xg=x5+xg, 
x,+x~=x2+x5=xg+x4=c~~)=lxi. 
Since xi +x6 = x2 + x5, IP2 (hence IPl) does not hold. Now, according to [7], 
the bideterminant est should reveal this kind of dependence; but we are unable 
to use the test here, for lack of a ‘canonical’ basis. However, comparing with 
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Example 5.1 above, we can see that the two examples coincide. Hence in this 
case, a ‘natural’ representation of X is given by a 4 x 6 matrix, and we do not 
know exactly how to apply the test, since it has been defined for square matrices 
only. Of course we may embed the D-pseudomodule generated by X into D6. 
But for this, we need to know more about the subpseudomodules of D6. What is 
at stake here is that we lack a satisfactory theory for the realization of 
M-structures as substructures of D”. 
These examples suggest he following open problem and conjecture. 
Open Problem 2 (The minimal realization problem). Let M be a given finitely 
generated D-pseudomodule. Find the smallest positive integer n for which there 
exists a realization of M into D” i.e. a monomorphism M+ D”. 
Assume the minimal realization problem has been solved for some m- 
dimensional pseudomodule M. We may conjecture that the following holds. 
Conjecture 2. If m > n, then IP2 fails. 
The following examples of three-dimensional M-structures show the relevance 
of the partial order on a basis to the classification problem. 
Examples 5.3. Let M = D3, D arbitrary. 
El: D3 is free on the antichain {el, e2, e3}. 
E2: X = {e,, e, + e2, e3} is the basis of a three-dimensional M-structure which 
is not isomorphic to D3, since here we have e, G e, + e2. 
E3: X = {ei, e, + e2, e, + e2 + e3} is the basis of a third three-dimensional 
M-structure which is isomorphic to neither one of the first two above since here 
e,Se,+e2Ce,+e2+e3. 
E4: The antichain X = {x1, x2, x3}, with x1 = e2 + e3, x2 = e, + e3, x3 = e, + e2 
(cf. E3 of Examples 2.2.1) is again the basis of a three-dimensional M-structure. 
It is isomorphic to neither of the preceding three; even in the case of El, since 
here we have: x1 +x2 = x1 +x3 = x2 +x3, which is not true in Example 1. 
E5: X = {el, e2, e, + e2+ e3}, Y = {e,, e, + e2, e, + e3} and Z = {e,, e, + 
e2, e2 + e3}, generate new three-dimensional M-structures, all are essentially 
distinct (i.e. non-isomorphic). 
According to Examples 5.3, there are at least seven three-dimensional 
M-structures. In fact, it is not difficult to see that there are infinitely many 
non-isomorphic moduloids of dimension II 2 2. 
This means that neither the dimension, nor the order structure on the (finite) 
basis of a moduloid are sufficient for the characterization of moduloids (up to 
isomorphism). This problem is studied in [15], where we show that, for an 
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important class of pseudomodules, every n-dimensional such D-pseudomodule 
has a realization in D”. 
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